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Developing a proactive  
mindset on ransomware

As cyberattack threats loom large over businesses, our expert says companies 

should focus on prevention, detection, response and recovery.  

Anne Davis

Head of Cybersecurity & Technology 

Controls, Commercial Banking

Anne Davis oversees firmwide global technology control management. In more 
than two decades with the firm, Davis has held roles in information security, 
technology and business controls and technology execution. We sat down with 
Anne for her advice on how clients can develop a proactive mindset to prevent 
ransomware attacks.
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Developing a proactive mindset on ransomware (continued)
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Q:  In June 2021, the White House called on  
business leaders to take action and launched 
stopransomware.gov to help inform the public  
and remain vigilant. Why is ransomware a national 
security issue?

A:  Ransomware is a leading national security topic 
right now because of the growing frequency and 
sophistication of attacks. Ransomware impacts the 
livelihood of all Americans and requires business and 
government to work together to strengthen national 
resilience. It’s also because of an increase in attacks on 
businesses that provide critical infrastructure—think 
oil pipelines, food processing plants and hospitals. 
These attacks have created costly ripple effects 
through government and beyond to other businesses, 
ultimately impacting their customers too. The best way 
to mitigate risk is to implement baseline cyber hygiene 
practices and develop standards and controls that 
apply broadly to consumers, businesses and  
the government.

Q:  When it comes to ransomware, what does it mean 
to be prepared? How can companies know whether 
they’re targets for attacks?

A:  Ransomware attacks are now so widespread that all 
organizations should assume they will be targeted. 
There is no way to completely ensure you will not be 
a victim of ransomware, so heightened diligence and 
ongoing review of your controls with your internal 
and external partners is of paramount importance. 
You should focus on four areas to prepare for threats: 
prevention, detection, response and recovery.

Q:  Let’s start with prevention. What does that entail?

A:  Good cyber hygiene is key to preventing ransomware. 
That involves keeping systems patched and keeping 
them up-to-date using a risk-based approach. You also 
need to implement a layered defense strategy and 
use multifactor authentication and backup systems 
for your data. And you have to maintain extensive 
oversight and security controls over any third-party 
vendors that may have access to your computer 
network or handle sensitive data. Employee awareness 
is at the core of prevention. Helping them understand 
how attacks happen and how they can help is critical. 

Q:  Can you explain risk-based approaches to  
software patches? 

A:  Software providers regularly provide updates to fix 
newly discovered security gaps, and those gaps  
remain as potential vulnerabilities that criminals  
can discover unless those patches are added. 
Organizations need to consider several factors before 
deciding if, when and how to install patches and 
updates: Is the system internal or external? How 
critical is the system to your business? If you delay 
patch updates, are there regulatory or compliance 
considerations, such as fines?

Q:  What does an effective detection strategy look like?

A:  It means being able to detect anomalous activity as 
quickly as possible. The sooner you detect an intrusion, 
the sooner you can contain it and reduce the overall 
impact. Perform a regular review of log files and 
monitor outbound data. Consider using a tool that 
looks for encryption activity stops it immediately and 
sends alerts.
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Q:  Even with sound prevention and detection  
strategies, some ransomware attacks will occur.  
What are the steps businesses should take so they  
can respond quickly?

A:  Being prepared means having a concrete plan and 
proper training to respond to an attack before 
it occurs. In the chaotic situation following a 
ransomware attack, time to act is limited, stress will 
be sky-high and normal organizational, financial and 
communications tools may be offline. So create a plan. 
The plan contains details on identification, detection, 
containment and recovery. Regular testing will help 
your team and response time improve.    

Q:  How often should a business review its response plan?

A:  Reviewing a plan should be a regular practice so that 
the details are up-to-date at the moment an attacker 
strikes. Perhaps employees’ roles have changed, or 
new hardware or cloud systems have been added.  
Test your plan regularly to make sure everyone is 
familiar with it and you can identify any gaps in 
security protocols.

Q:  What other pieces need to be part of any 
organization’s response plan?

A:  The plan should document all systems and in what 
order they should be restored. It should also address 
who needs to be contacted to begin recovery and 
which people or teams will handle different aspects 
of managing the crisis, from legal and compliance to 
information technology, billing and public relations. 
 
The plan should also account for backups so that data 
and operations can be restored. An effective response 
plan will detail how to access backups and test them 
prior to restoration.   

A response plan is about keeping the business running 
and mitigating your recovery time. It’s up to the 
technology and cybersecurity teams to remain diligent 
and expedient.

Q:  What should an organization do when it’s hit by a 
ransomware attack?

A:  JPMorgan Chase has a process in place to help clients 
when they’re impacted by a ransomware attack. 
Affected clients should contact their Commercial 
Banking relationship team as soon as they suspect a 
malware or ransomware incident. The firm will work 
with your business to implement protective controls on 
payment platforms and will assist with other resiliency 
needs. If faced with a ransomware payment demand, 
each business must understand the regulatory and 
legal implications. 
 
You should also contact the local FBI field office 
and submit a complaint to the FBI’s Internet Crime 
Complaint Center, or IC3. 

Key takeaways 

  Prevent attacks by patching systems and keeping 
them updated.

  Detect intrusions quickly so you can contain them 
as soon as possible. 

  Develop a response plan for ransomware attacks, 
and keep it up-to-date.

  Understand legal and regulatory implications 
before considering payment of any  
ransom-related demand.
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Designing for Security

Cybersecurity
The previous article is an excerpt from  
Fraud + Cybersecurity Magazine: Fall 2021.
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